Abstract: This article deals with the regularization of non-standard spellings of the verbal forms extracted from a corpus. It addresses the question of what the limits of regularization are when lemmatizing
preterite indicative (Gothic -un) . Other correspondences can be established by comparing the Proto-Germanic and the Old English paradigms of fremman 'to do'. The Proto-Germanic forms are based on Prokosch (1939) as well as Hogg and Fulk (2011) . The contrast between personal endings in Proto-Germanic and Old English personal endings can be seen in Figure 1 .
Proto-Germanic Old English
Infinitive: *framjanan fremman 'to do'
Inflected Infinitive: *tō framjanjai tō fremmenne
Present Participle: *framjanðijaz fremmende
Past Participle: *framiðaz (ge-)fremed Imperative: sg. *frami freme pl.
*framjanþ fremmaþ
Present indicative: sg. 1. *framjō fremme 2.
*framjis fremest 3.
*framjiþ fremeþ pl.
Present subjunctive: sg. *framjai fremme pl.
*framjain fremmen
Preterite indicative: sg. 1. *framiðōn fremede 2.
*framiðǣs fremedest 3.
*framiðǣ fremede pl.
*framiðǣðun fremedon
Preterite subjunctive: sg. *framiðǣðī fremede pl.
*framiðǣðīn fremeden As presented in Figure 1 , most consonants in the personal endings of the Old English verb can be directly related to the Proto-Germanic reconstruction. Apart from the endings mentioned above, the -n of the subjunctive plural, both in the present and preterite, is also noteworthy.
On the synchronic side, Pyles and Algeo (1982: 125) remark that weak verbs "formed their preterites and past participles in the characteristically Germanic way, by the addition of a suffix containing d or immediately after consonants, t". In contrast to strong verbs, these forms do not modify the stem of the verb. Hogg and Fulk (2011: 258) also point out that those suffixes were dental consonants with the function of marking the preterite or past tense. Thus, weak verbs added dental consonants rather than using ablaut or reduplication. In this respect, the most accepted theory is that weak verbs developed their preterite forms from a periphrasis. Pyles and Algeo (1982: 125) hold that many weak verbs were originally causative verbs derived from other categories, such as nouns or adjectives, by means of the "addition of a suffix with an i-sound that mutated the stem vowel of the word". Mitchell and Robinson (1993: 46) add that the stem vowel was normally the same throughout all the verbal forms of the paradigm, which reinforces the idea of regularity and that the inflectional endings of strong and weak verbs showed lots of similarities, although they underwent different evolutions.
Weak class 1 is one of the largest groups of verbs of all the verbal classes in Old English, among other reasons as a result of the above mentioned process of causative stem formation. Class 1 of weak verbs is subdivided into two classes, illustrated by the verbs verbs fremman 'to do' and hīeran 'to hear'. The paradigms of these weak verbs are presented in Figure 2 , which is based on Mitchell and Robinson (1993: 46) :
RLyLA Vol. 10 (2015), 78-89 A number of weak verbs had no vowel i before the dental preterite suffix in Proto-Germanic, with the consequence that they lacked umlaut in the Old English preterite and past participle. In addition, their stems all ended in -l, as presented in Figure 3 , or velar consonant with the alternation of t∫ <cc> and x <h>, as shown in cwecc(e)an 'to vibrate' cweahte cweaht drecc(e)an 'to afflict' dreahte dreaht recc(e)an 'to recount' reahte, rehte reaht, reht . person of the singular (present indicative) of class 1 weak verbs are subject to assimilation. The assimilations of consonants are presented in Figure 5 , with an instance of each pattern. Moving on to the characteristics of the next class, we find class 2 of weak verbs, the one on which this work focuses. Mitchell and Robinson (1993: 49) remark that this class of verbs "present few problems". As Hogg puts it (2011: 279) , the peculiarity of this class of verbs relies on the fact that this was the only group of verbs which kept adding new verbs during the Old English period. The paradigms of the weak verbs lufian 'to love' (Mitchell and | 80 RLyLA Vol. 10 (2015), 78-89 Robinson. 1993: 49-50) , identified as 'subclass 1', and the verb lofi(g)an 'to praise' (Hogg and Fulk 2011: 279-280) , identified as 'subclass 2', are presented in Figure 6 in order to compare their forms. Although Hogg and Fulk (2011: 280) notice that "the inflexions of weak verbs of class 2 are, with the exceptions discussed below, the same for all stems, regardless of weight", these verbs also present some peculiarities, such as contracted forms. As a result of the loss of intervocalic h, there were two stems within paradigms like smēagan 'to consider': smēag-and smēa- (Campbell 1987: 334) , illustrated in Figure 7 . The last class of weak verbs is class 3. Hogg and Fulk (2011: 289) explain that "verbs of the third weak class in Germanic are in origin structurally parallel to those of the second weak class" and that the only reason why they became a different class is a vocalic alternation in the formation of the stem. There are just four verbs in class 3, habban 'to have', libban 'to live', secg(e)an 'to say' and hycg(e)an 'to think' (Campbell, 1987: 337) , whose paradigms can be seen in Figure 8 . 
Infinitive: smēagan

DIATOPIC AND DIACHRONIC VARIATION IN OLD ENGLISH. APPLICATION TO THE NORMALIZATION OF VERBAL FORM.
This section presents some patterns of diatopic (interdialectal) and diachronic (intradialectal) variation that can both motivate and constrain the normalization of the noncanonical spellings of the forms of weak verbs. This section draws on the proposal made by de la Cruz (1986), who pays more attention to vocalic than to consonantal patterns of variation and opts for West-Saxon as the term of comparison when dealing with diatopic variation. As for diachronic variation, the discussion that follows is restricted to the West-Saxon dialect.
As regards diatopic variation in vowels, the contrast <ae>/<e> distinguishes the West-Saxon dialect from the others. West-Saxon favours <ae> as opposed to <e> as in other dialects. For instance, the preterite of beran 'to bring' is baer in West-Saxon whereas it has the form ber in Kentish and Southern Mercian. The infinitive lǣtan 'to leave' and sǣtan (preterite of sittan 'to sit') correspond, respectively, to lētan and sēton in Northumbrian, Kentish and Mercian. West-Saxon, Northumbrian and Mercian also present <ae> forms, as in dǣlan 'to divide', hǣlan 'to heal' and lǣdan 'to lead'. Kentish, on the other hand, displays <e> forms in these forms, thus dēlan, hēlan and lēdan. As for the contrast between <ie> and <e, ae>, West-Saxon is the only dialect that presents <ie> forms in verbs such as hliehhan 'to laugh', cierran 'to turn', hīeran, gelīefan 'to believe' and giefan 'to give'. Northumbrian, Kentish and Mercian rather show <e> or <ae> forms, as in hlehhan/hlaehhan, cerran, hēran, gelēfan and gefan. West-Saxon as a general rule opts for the diphthong <ea> where the other dialects display <e> or <ae>, thus sceal 'shall' in West-Saxon in contrast to scel or scael in Northumbrian, Kentish and Mercian. The contrast between <eo> and <e> allows to distinguish West-Saxon and Kentish from Northumbrian and Mercian. While West-Saxon and Kentish prefer <eo>, as in beorgan 'to protect' and flēogan 'to fly', Northumbrian and Mercian show, respectively, bergan and flēgan. In Kentish, the forms related to <y>, which can be found in all the dialects, appear as <e>. For instance, verbs like fyllan 'to fill' and ontynan 'to open' become fellan and ontenan in Late Kentish. The contrast <e>/<eo> distinguishes West-Saxon, with <e> forms, from the other dialects, which display <eo> forms. For example, beran 'to bring' corresponds to beoran in Northumbrian, Kentish and Mercian. Along with West-Saxon, Northumbrian and Mercian also present <e> forms corresponding to Kentish <eo>, thus sprecan 'to speak' in all the dialects except in Kentish, which has spreocan. Another relevant contrast holds between West-Saxon, which has <i> forms where Northumbrian, Kentish and Mercian adopt <io> spellings. This is the case with sidu 'habit' and wita 'adviser', which correspond to siodu and wiota respectively in the other dialects. West-Saxon presents <ea> forms where the other dialects prefer <a> (but in Kentish <a> becomes <ea>, as in West-Saxon). Thus, healdan in West-Saxon and Late Kentish, as opposed to haldan in Northumbrian, Mercian and Early Kentish. West-Saxon is also characterized by the use of <ie> spellings where the other dialects have <io> or <eo>. For instance, hierde 'shepherd' and gestrīenan 'to procreate' in West-Saxon correspond to hiorde or heorde and gestrīona or gestrīonan in Northumbrian, Kentish and Mercian. Finally, West-Saxon presents <e> where the other dialects display <oe>
RLyLA Vol. 10 (2015), 78-89 spellings (although in Kentish <oe> becomes <e>). Thus, dēman 'to judge' and sēcan 'to seek' in West-Saxon and late Kentish correspond, respectively, to dōēman and sōēcan in Northumbrian, Mercian and Early Kentish.
As far as the vocalic variation in West-Saxon is concerned, Early West-Saxon texts present <ie> forms, as in hīeran 'to hear', hīerde (preterite of hīeran), begietst (third person singular of the present indicative of begietan 'to obtain'), giefan 'to give' and wierþ (third person singular of the present indicative of weorþan 'to become'). Nevertheless, this diphthong changes to <y> or <i>. Late West-Saxon has the following corresponding forms: hȳran or hīran, hȳrde or hīrde, begystst or begitst, gyfan or gifan and wyrþ or wirþ. Another diachronic contrast can be identified between <io> and <eo>. Early West-Saxon has <io> forms such as cliopode (preterite of clipian 'to call') and liofast (second person singular present indicative of libban 'to live') where Late West-Saxon has cleopode and leofast respectively. Some vocalic contrasts are represented by consonants, such as <v[j]> / <v>. Thus, we have Early West-Saxon frignan 'to ask', ligeþ (third person singular present indicative of licgan 'to lie') and saegde (preterite of secgan 'to say') along with Late West-Saxon frīnan, līp and saede. The contrast <y>/<i> holds between some nouns. For instance, Early West-Saxon presents cyning 'king', cynn 'race' and dryhten 'lord', which correspond, with the evolution <y> > <i>, to Late West-Saxon cining, cinn and drihten. Early West-Saxon displays <ea> in verbal forms like reahte (preterite of reccan 'to narrate'), seah (preterite of sēon 'to see'), geaf (preterite of giefan 'to give') and sceal 'shall'. The corresponding forms in Late West-Saxon are rehte, seh, gef and scel. To close this part, other verbal contrasts can be ultimately attributed to the process of simplification of inflections. For instance, canonical forms of strong verbs like sprecen (present subjunctive plural of sprecan 'to speak') and sungon (preterite indicative plural singan 'to sing') have weak forms like sprecan and singan.
THE REGULARIZATION OF THE LEMMATA OF THE SECOND CLASS OF WEAK VERBS
As Burkhanov (1998) remarks, when organizing the corpus on which a dictionary is built it is necessary to lemmatize the textual (inflected) forms found in the corpus. In Burkhanov's (1998: 122) words "the term 'lemmatization' is used to refer to the reduction of inflectional word forms to their lemmata, i.e. basic forms, and the elimination of homography" (...) [i]n practice, lemmatization involves the assignment of a uniform heading under which elements of the corpora containing the word forms of same lexeme are represented." In this respect, Atkins and Rundell (2008: 325) point out that the headword "links all the information about one word together in one entry. In it goes the canonical form [italics as in the original] of the headword: the singular of nouns, the infinitive of verbs, the uninflected form of adjectives and adverbs, and so on". Furthermore, as Jackson (2002: 179) puts it, "the criteria for determining what is a headword have important consequences for lexical description as well as for accessibility".
In order to find the inflected forms of class 2 weak verbs, it is necessary to choose a set of inflectional endings of these verbs that are representative of their morphology in the sense of not being ambiguous with the inflectional endings of the other verbal classes. The inflections of class 2 weak verbs selected for lemmatization are the infinitive (-ian), the inflected infinitive (-ianne), the present participle (-iende), the past participle (ge-od), the first person singular of the present indicative (-ie/ge-ige) the second person singular of the present indicative (-ast), the present indicative plural (-iað/-iaþ), the present subjunctive singular (-ie/ge-ige), the first/third person singular of the preterite indicative (-ode), the second person singular of the preterite indicative (-odest), the preterite indicative plural (-odon) and the preterite subjunctive plural (-oden).
The next step of the analysis is to search the Dictionary of Old English Corpus on the lexical database Nerthus for the inflectional endings presented above. In the process of lemmatization, the inflectional forms are grouped under the basic form or lemma. As illustration, Figure 9 presents the evidence and the lemmatization of wilnian 'to wish'. Figure 9 . The textual forms, occurrences and lemmatization of wilnian.
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Throughout the process of lemmatization, some degree of regularization is necessary in order to adjust diachronic, dialectal or textual variants to the grammatical model. Normalization is, in fact, a part of the process of lemmatization and consists of the regularization of non-standard spellings. As Sweet (1976: xi) explains it, "it is often necessary to put the word where the user of the dictionary expects to find it. Therefore, when several spellings of a word appear in the texts, it is necessary to opt for one of them in a consistent way". For instance, inflected forms such as hersumie or gehersumiað are found under the lemma hīersumian(ge) (2 occurrences). A Concise Anglo-Saxon Dictionary provides an extensive list of the correspondences it uses for the normalization of Old English texts, but this list has not been used as such because it overnormalizes has many circularities. Instead, the only correspondences that have been selected are those identified by de la Cruz (1986) as constituting instances of dialectal or diachronic variation. Vowel length is based on the information provided by the standard dictionaries of Old English, including the Dictionary of Old English.
A total of 187,000 inflectional forms have been searched for the inflectional endings of the infinitive (-ian), the inflected infinitive (-ianne), the present participle (-iende), the past participle (ge-od), the second person present indicative singular (-ast), the present indicative plural (-iað/-iaþ), the present subjunctive singular (-ie/ge-ige), the first and third person of preterite indicative singular (-ode), the second person of the preterite indicative singular (-odest), the preterite indicative plural (-odon) and the preterite subjunctive plural (-oden). A total of 1,064 lemmas of weak verbs from the second class have been found, which are listed in the Appendix.
The following inflected forms have been lemmatized by following the normalization patterns that result from the patterns of variation discussed in Section 3. Figure 10 presents the normalization based on diachronic contrasts while Figure 11 presents the diatopic criteria of normalization and their application. 
< y > ≈ < ie >
CONCLUSION
The main conclusions drawn from this research are the following. The list of lemmas of the second class weak verbs of Old English compiled in this article results from the analysis of the The Dictionary of Old English Corpus. A total of 187,000 inflectional forms have been searched for the least ambiguous inflectional endings in the paradigm of the second weak class. It seems feasible to conclude that after this analysis we have a more accurate knowledge of the relationship between Old English texts and the dictionaries of the language as regards the second class of weak verbs. The reason for this is that 1,064 lemmas of weak verbs from the second class have been found.
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When it comes to regularizing the spelling of textual forms, so as to relate them to lemmas with more canonical orthography, this work has shown that normalization can be restricted to a number of correspondences based on dialectal and diachronic variation. Regularization, however, can also be limited by considering it unidirectionally. In spite of calling for further research in order to deal, for instance, with the alternative spellings of verbal prefixes, these criteria provide a principled motivation as well as a constraint on the limits of regularization.
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